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Ben meets his sister, Ruth, in Washington on his 3-day pass.  The 
furlough lives up to his expectations. 
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August 6th 
Sunday night 
 
 
 Dear Folks, 
 
Well, it’s letter writing time again & as usual I can’t think of a damn thing to 
say.  It’s getting so I hate to even think of writing letters.  And I can’t use the 
no time excuse, either. 
 
Ruth has probably told you all about our little get together.  I had a 
wonderful time, haven’t had such an enjoyable time in a long while. I sure 
would like to live it over again. 
 
The only drawback was the transportation problem.  Even though I got on 
at Baltimore, it was crowded with only standing room left.  Then at 
Washington, it seemed 
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as if half the city got on.  I managed to squeeze myself a place on the floor.  
It seemed as if half the train was composed of Y.D.’s (Yankee Division).  
Around six o’clock I was threading my way back to the diner when we 
pulled into Richmond, VA.  A scad of people got off & I grabbed myself a 
seat in a nice cool car.  I had a fellow hold it for me & I continued on my 
way to the diner. 
 
They had two of them & there were plenty of seats, strangely enough.  I 
wasn’t too hungry but I packed away a delicious liver dinner.  Then I went 
back to my seat & settled down for a fairly comfortable ride. 
 
I went promptly to sleep & 
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stayed that way for most of the trip.  Got back to camp about 3 the next 
morning. 
 
Uncle Zecil sure has a good business in Baltimore.  Making plenty of 
money, by the way he talked.  He’s even thinking of opening a couple of 
more stores in Baltimore.  I guess it paid him to wait that long for something 
to come along.  You ought to try and get a business like that.   Plenty of 
babies being born now.  Aunt Anna looks a lot better 
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than she did. 
 
Seems as if you had another heat wave back in Rochester.  It’s been pretty 
hot here too, but I haven’t minded it much. 
 
I guess I’m going to get a little physical training from now on.  They’re 
getting pretty insistent on it, especially for those that don’t usually go out.  I 
won’t be able to escape it much longer, darn it. 
 
I’m not too sleepy tonight.  I’ve got a radio to listen to tonight.  Guess I’ll call 
up the operator & talk with her for a while.  They sure sound sweet.  
Wonder what they look like.  Maybe I should try and find out. 
 
That’s all, 
 
 
Love, 
 
Ben 
 
 
My name is ___________________________ 
 
 



I am _________________________________ 
  
 


